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has transformed the
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revival
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Consumer behavior
has fundamentally
changed

Great [leaders] rejoice in adversity just as brave
soldiers triumph in war
—Lucius Annaeus Seneca

Covid-19 is a global
pandemic
However to win in the
current situation,
companies need to
tailor strategies to
today’s unique context
and look through layers

Facebook company
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Despite this pandemic, signs of recovery are starting to show
India gradually moving towards opening up economy3

Pandemic spread in different degrees across the globe

Based on guidelines
released on 17 May

As of 22 June 2020

Industry

~8.9M

188

Confirmed cases globally1

Countries with cases1

Lockdown stages
1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

25 Mar

20 Apr

4 May

18 May

Energy & utilities

Travel & tourism1

Oil & gas

Public transportation2

Financials

Fashion, luxury & other
retail

Media

Other services

Education (online)

UK

As of 05 June, 2020
Days of doubling cases2

0-3 days

France
Spain

Auto and components

China
Iran

3-6 days

India

Japan
South
Korea

6-14 days
14-30 days

Consumer staples

Italy

USA

Brazil

>30 days

(across all lockdowns)
Insurance

Education offline

Russia

Industries unrestricted

Building materials

Food/drug retail

Construction/infra

Pharmaceuticals

Consumer durables &
discretionary

Health services

Forest products

Telecom

Chemicals

Agriculture

Machinery
IT services

~0.42M

~0.23M

~0.17M

Total no. of cases1

Recovered1

Active1

As of 22 June 2020

Goods transportation &
logistics
IT hardware
Metals & mining
Packaging
Fully restricted

Partially
restricted

Unrestricted

Turn the Tide
Note: Continued cases and fatalities are subject to different testing, propensity, reporting standards and hence imperfect measures
1. . [NDTV Corona Virus - Live Statistics Data - accessed on 22nd June, 2020] 2. [BCG Analysis - No. of doubling days based on 7 day CAGR, Source: John Hopkins CSSE data] 3. [Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), BCG Analysis]
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The pandemic has impacted the socio-economic fabric of India
Income uncertainty fueling flight to safety & positive sentiment for Insurance; social distancing accelerating digital
The pandemic has created a never-before
focus on health & safety

Social distancing and structural
interventions will drive faster recovery

HEALTH & SAFETY
1

Uncertainty around income and
weakened demand potential in near
term

PUBLIC POLICY
4

COVID-19 Cases
0.42M+ total cases in India1

ECONOMICAL
7

Public Health
Measures
Social distancing enforced via nationwide lockdown

5

2

Industry
Guidelines
Insurance industry has been
unrestricted across lockdowns as per
government guidelines4

Web Trends
~120% spike in online searches on health
& immunity in India post COVID2

8

9

3
Demand for health insurance
80% urban consumers intend to
increase/ retain spend on health
insurance in in the next 6 months3

6
Monetary
Relief Measures
~$13Bn infusion by monetary relief
measures by RBI5

Consumer priorities being
re-calibrated; certain behavior changes
will stick long term

Income Uncertainty
• 60% of total household expenditure in
hotspots; 45% of consumption in
hotspots non-essential6
• 198M workforce employed in hotspot
districts7

SOCIAL
11
Consumer Sentiment
Insurance category showing positive
consumer sentiment across portfolio11
12

Indicators8

Inflation / Price
• 70 bps drop in CPI
• 130 bps drop in WPI

Trade / Logistics Indicators9:
• 35% decline in exports and
29% decline in imports
• 14% decline in retail freight traffic

13

14

10
Indicators10:

Market Sentiment
20% decline in Nifty index since 1st Feb

Media, Smartphone Usage
16% increase in smartphone screen
time (May vs Pre-COVID)12
Globally, ~3Bn average MAUs across
Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram &
Messenger13
Web Traffic trends
Significant spike observed in COVID-19
related insurance searches14
Mobility
40%+ reduction in number of visits to
public places due to lockdown and social
distancing15

Source: 1. [ NDTV Corona Virus - Live Statistics Data - accessed on 22nd June 2020] ; 2. [Online Search Trends (India)] 3.Represents Metro –Tier 2 Sec A/B consumers [Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276)] 4. [Ministry of
Home Affairs (MHA), Govt. of India; Do not apply for containment zones, States and Union Territories may prohibit certain activities] 5. [RBI Notification – 17th April] 6. [BCG Analysis, Source: Nielsen-Indicus database 2017-18, Hotspot list as of 15th April
(MoHFW), data compiled in 2017-18 , Press Search] 7. [BCG Analysis, Source: Hotspot list as of 15th April (MoHFW), PLFS workforce survey 2017-18, Census 2011-12 district workforce report] 8. [CPI (MOSPI), WPI (Office of economic advisor) – Change comparison
Feb 20 vs March 20] 9. [Import-Export movement (Ministry of Commerce & Trade), Railway Traffic (Ministry of Railways) – YoY decline in March'20] 10. [Bloomberg data - As of 23-April] 11. [Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey 12. [BARC Nielsen –
TV + Smartphone consumption report during COVID, 7th May 2020] 13. [Facebook Q1 2020 Earnings Release/ Call Transcript – 2.6Bn users just on Facebook] 14.[BCG Analysis, "web search" trend study for the terms over India region in the month of March'20 and
April'20] 15. [Source: COVID-19 Community Mobility Report – India – Apr 17, 2020]
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‘Social distancing’ has been the key to fight disease globally and in India;
making it the new way of living
Social distancing advocated as key measure to
control COVID spread

India is actively following social distancing
guidelines
India has observed a stark drop in number of visits
across public places

CDC

WORKPLACE

RETAIL & RECREATION

Johns Hopkins
University

~85%2

South Korea

South Korea keeps social distancing post
-qz.com
COVID-19

Hong Kong

Hong Kong extends social distancing
-Bloomberg
measures as cases drop

Globally strict measures followed to ensure social distancing
Up to 15 April 2020

Closed public
10+ transportation1
Countries

19+

Closed
workplaces1

Reduction in number
of visits compared to
baseline

~65%2

Reduction in number
of visits compared to
baseline

Strict social distancing guidelines issued for reopening workplaces3
Non-Exhaustive

Seating at least
6 feet away
from others on
job sites

Countries

1. [Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker] 2. [COVID-19 Community Mobility Report (April 17, 2020) - The baseline is the median value, for the corresponding day of the week, during the 5-week period Jan 3–Feb 6, 2020]; 3. Press Search; [Live Mint]
[Coronavirus lockdown rules for offices: 6 feet apart seats, one hour gap between shifts]

Gap of 1 hr.
between shifts &
stagger lunch
breaks
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Even in challenging times, historically there are organizations that have found
opportunities to grow
18% of Indian companies1 improved both growth & margin during
the 2008-09 Global financial downturn, while 37% declined in both2

There are many success stories of Indian companies weathering
historical downturns3

HCL TECHNOLOGIES
Increasing sales growth
While most players were struggling to survive the 2008 downturn, HCL
increased its revenues by 23.5% in 2009 with a three-pronged approach:
enhanced customer centricity, strategic shift towards sophisticated value
adding services and an "employee-first" mantra. The stock price has
increased 18X since 2009

A
21%
Shrinking
EBIT margin

18%
Expanding
EBIT margin

B

37%

24%

MARUTI SUZUKI
While the global recession of 2008 affected the sales of all car
manufacturers, Maruti Suzuki embarked on a forward-looking journey.
The reaction included capacity expansion, increased headcount in R&D,
flexible product-mix and breaking new ground in consumer markets.
Stock price has soared 10X since 2009

Falling sales growth

Turn the Tide
1. [Indian public companies with Market Cap > $10M, excluding Banks, Insurance, Asset Management companies] 2. [BCG Analysis: Based on revenue growth & EBIT Margin growth (from FY'09 to FY'12) compared to three-year pre-downturn baseline (from FY'06 to
FY'09); Source: S&P Capital IQ Financial Statements] 3. [BCG Analysis, Source: Press Search, BCG Valuescience, Press Search: financial Express, Economic Times]
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As we move towards recovery, near term potential exists in pockets; need to
look at the de-averaged picture
25 states have less than 20% active cases1
Data as of 09 June
Very High : >=10% of pan
India cases

80% cases

High : >=3%, <10% of pan
India cases

Ladakh (50)

Med : <3% of pan India
cases

Jammu and Kashmir (2916)
Himachal Pradesh (189)

Punjab (482)
Chandigarh (39)

No cases

Uttarakhand (684)
Arunachal Pradesh (50)
Haryana
(2681) Meghalaya (22)

Delhi (17712)

Madhya Pradesh
(2688)
Gujarat(5309)
Dadar Nagar Haveli (20)

Sikkim (7)

Uttar
Pradesh
(4320)

Rajasthan
(2513)

Maharashtra
(44384)

Assam (2107)

Bihar
(2672)

Nagaland (115)
Tripura
(646)

Jharkhand
(730)
Chhattisgarh
(848)
Odisha
(992)

Companies should strategically prioritize reopening and scaling up business as lockdown
starts easing across regions

Manipur (214)
Mizoram (41)

West Bengal
(4743)

Telangana (1803)
Goa (263)

Potential to target specific
micro-markets further along recovery to
'normal'

Andhra Pradesh (2031)

Karnataka (3177)
Puducherry (75)
Kerala(1175)

Tamil Nadu (15416)
Andaman
and Nicobar Islands (0)

Turn the
Turn
theTide
Tide
Unlock the
normal
Unlock
thenew
new
normal

1. [BCG Analysis, Source: Ministry of Health & Family Welfare (MoHFW) website; Press reports]

Spending sentiment translating differently across categories
Increased focus on financial protection and health & wellness driving positive sentiment for Insurance

Right strategic actions needed to win disproportionate share
“Growing” Categories
Categories with net increase in spends

Wave 1

Wave 2

23rd-26th Mar

17th-20th Apr

Wave 3

Marketers will need to identify pockets of opportunities
'Shrinking' Categories

Wave 4

30th Apr-03th May 18th-21st May

Categories with net decrease in spends

Insurance

Saving/
Investments

Savings

At-home
entertainment

Toys & games

OOH
Entertainment

Restaurants
Movies at cinema hall

Cosmetics, makeup, perfume
Apparel/fashion

Household care products

Discretionary
spends

Tobacco & smoking supplies
Alcohol

Utilities (electricity, water)

Food delivery

Preventive diagnostics/test

Sports equipment & clothing

Medical procedures
First-aid

Education

Public transport

Luxury brands/products

Home construction/renovations

Vitamins, herbs, supplements

Health

Non-mobile consumer electronics

Spas, theme parks, concerts

Staples

Personal care products

Education

Wave 4

Business travel

Travel

Fresh foods

Daily essentials

Wave 3

30th Apr-03th May 18th-21st May

Vacation/leisure travel

Paid OTT subscription
DTH services

Wave 2
17th-20th Apr

Mobile electronics

Electronics

Mobile services
Home wifi connection

Wave 1
23rd-26th Mar

Home

Home furnishings and décor
Scooters/bikes

Auto

Cars
Packaged food & beverage

Note: Question text: “How do you expect your spend to change in the next 6 months across the following areas?” Categories with Top 2 Box > (5% more than average) classified as winning categories. Categories with Bottom 2 Box > (5% more than average)
classified as losing categories. Categories neutral across waves: Baby/children's food, Non prescription medications, Prescription medicines, House rent, Home purchase & Home loans.
Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020, May 18-May 21 2020 (N = 2,106, N = 2,324, N=1,327 and N = 1,652 respectively)
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Pre-COVID-19, Insurance in India was steadily growing; driven by Linked and
Health Insurance products
Non-Life insurance was growing relatively faster
than Life Insurance
LIFE INSURANCE1
328

LIFE INSURANCE3

12%

INR '000 Cr.

367

419

Industry was witnessing uptick for ULIPs and Health
products

459

508

INR Crores

11K

Gross
Premium
FY 15

FY 16

NON-LIFE INSURANCE2

FY 18

96

128

FY 19

151

170

Gross
Premium
FY 15

FY 15

FY 17

FY 19

43K

NonLinked APE

FY 15

64K
FY 19

INR Crores

~22%

21K
FY 16

23K

Linked APE

NON-LIFE INSURANCE4

19%

INR '000 Cr.

85

FY 17

~11%

~21%

FY 18

FY 19

• Life Insurance penetration increased marginally from 2.72% in
2015 to 2.74% in 2018
• Non-Life Insurance penetration in India went up from 0.72% in
2015 to 0.97% in 2018

FY 15

Health5

~15%

46K
FY 19

37K

Motor6

FY 15

65K
FY 19

• Share of unit linked products in total premium increased to 15% in
FY19 as against 14% in FY18
• Motor business continued to be the largest non-life insurance
segment with a share of 38%

1.BCG Analysis, Source: IRDA Annual Report & Handbook;2. BCG Analysis (Non-Life Insurance business numbers within India), Source: IRDA Annual Report & Handbook 3. BCG Analysis (APE has been calculated using First Year premium and 10% of single
premium), Source: IRDA Annual Report; 4. BCG Analysis (Non-Life Insurance numbers within India), Source: IRDA Annual Report & Handbook; 5. Health insurance number excludes Personal Accident; 6.Motor Insurance numbers include gross premium from both
Own Damage and Third Party Insurance
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The pandemic has sparked clear positive
spending sentiment towards Insurance
LIFE
INSURANCE

HEALTH
INSURANCE

49%

45%

NON-LIFE
INDUSTRY
INSURANCE
MEDIAN
(Excluding Health)

38% vs

31%

Strongest sentiment for Life and
Health insurance

May increase spends in the
next 6 months1

LIFE
HEALTH
INSURANCE INSURANCE

15%

20%

NON-LIFE
INSURANCE
(Excluding Health)

23%

vs

With increased focus on health
& immunity and near term
income concerns, higher need
for protection cover and
investment options

Historically pandemics have increased
consumer focus on Insurance; resulting
in long term growth in penetration

SARS
During 2002 and 2003 China Life
Insurance Company, saw
accelerated growth2

MERS
INDUSTRY
MEDIAN

42%

Select micro segments may
reduce spend on premiums in
near term for non-life
insurance and other products

Bupa Arabia, one of the largest
health insurers of Saudi Arabia
reported unparalleled growth

34 %
CAGR in long-term
health, whole and
term life insurance

44 %
y-o-y growth in
premiums during
20132

May decrease spends in the
next 6 months1
1. BCG Analysis (Representative of Metro, Tier 1 & Tier 2, SEC AB consumers), Source:BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276) 2 Press Search
[Financial Express] [Covid-19’s impact on Insurance: Demand for health and life plans set to spike]
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Overall sentiment for Insurance portfolio strong across demographics
% of consumers looking to increase or retain spend in the next 6 months – Demographic profile1
LIFE
INSURANCE

Affluence

NON-LIFE
INSURANCE
(Excluding Health)

HEALTH
INSURANCE

85%

82%

83%

69%

78%

71%

SEC A

SEC B

SEC A

SEC B

SEC A

SEC B

• Similar spending sentiment across socio-economic segments; affluent consumers have slightly higher affinity to spend on insurance

87%

Town Class

Metro

80%

84%

75%

77%

76%

Non-Metro

Metro

Non-Metro

Metro

Non-Metro

• Similar spending sentiment across consumers from different town class; Consumers in Metro cities have slightly higher positive sentiment

Age

81%

84%

87%

78%

80%

81%

70%

85%

75%

18-25 yrs

26-35 yrs

36-45 yrs

18-25 yrs

26-35 yrs

36-45 yrs

18-25 yrs

26-35 yrs

36-45 yrs

• Similar spending sentiment across age groups; 26-35 yrs consumers have slightly higher propensity to spend on non-life insurance
1. . BCG Analysis (Representative of Metro, Tier 1 & Tier 2, SEC AB consumers), Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276)
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Increased risk awareness and perception of safe investment driving the positive
sentiment
Key reasons for increasing spend (urban consumers) (%)1

Life

Health

Perception of safe investment and new health risks driving consumer
sentiment

53%

71%

50%
41%

To cover wider
set of illnesses

Safe Investment

Increased awareness and emergence of new illness driving consumer
sentiment

To cover more
members of
family

39%

To increase
sum insured

39%

Expect prices
to go up in
near future

55%
33%

Expect attractive
pricing

55%
39%

To cover wider
set of illnesses

36%

To increase sum
To cover more Expect prices to go Expect attractive
insured
members of family up in near future
pricing

Turn the Tide
1. Question Text: Please state the reason to spend more/less in the near future; (Representative of Metro, Tier 1 & Tier 2, SEC AB consumers), Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23 2020
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The pandemic will create different types of changes in consumer behavior – some
more long lasting than others

REVERSAL OF
PAST TRENDS

ACCELERATION OF EXISTING
TRENDS

NEW
HABITS

Wild cards; likely to be
temporary surges

High potential
permanent shifts in behavior

Stickiness of change is
yet to be determined

These are complete reversal of how consumers
were behaving in the past

Consumer behavior was already moving towards
these trends

Entirely new habits developed during the pandemic
and while social distancing

These changes have mostly risen out of a constraint or
fear vs. convenience or choice

With the pandemic, the trends have gained
momentum and accelerated

Consumers who gain positive reinforcement out of the
habits may retain them

These trends will likely last in line with recovery
period

Positive reinforcement is essential for consumers to
adopt them in the long term

Ecosystem facilitating and feeding these changes can
make it last longer

Turn the Tide
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New trends of consumer behavior emerge across categories
This will deeply impact purchase pathways in the new normal
REVERSAL OF
PAST TRENDS
1

Bringing the
Outside Inside

Social
Distancing

ACCELERATION OF
EXISTING TRENDS
5

6

Embracing digital services &
experiences
Accelerated adoption of ecommerce & O2O

7

2

3

Income
Uncertainty

Trust in brand
above all else

9

Remote way of living
10

'D'o 'I't 'Y'ourself
11

Strive for Health & Wellness

Health &
Hygiene

NEW
HABITS

Superior hygiene & clean
living: a new norm

8

Rise of 'Smart shopper'

Trading down &
bargain hunting

4

Shopping for Utility
Wild cards: likely to be temporary surges in line
with recovery period

High potential permanent shifts: linked to
positive reinforcement

Stickiness of change is yet to be determined
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8 consumer trends will have a higher impact on the Insurance category
REVERSAL OF
PAST TRENDS

ACCELERATION OF
EXISTING TRENDS

63% agents have initiated virtual
customer outreach post COVID3

Social
Distancing

Health &
Hygiene

5
Trust in brand will be an essential decision
driver; 40-60% of the segment planning to
reduce spend cited skepticism about
companies honoring their commitments as
one of the reasons1

1

2

Income
Uncertainty

4

Trust in brand
above all else

Embracing digital services &
experiences
Accelerated adoption of ecommerce & O2O

6

Strive for Health & Wellness
7

Remote way of living
58% agents are managing
renewals virtually post-COVID3
60%+ of digitally savvy urban
consumers have shown willingness to
buy insurance products online4

Rise of 'Smart shopper'

Trading down &
bargain hunting
Shopping for Utility

More than 60% consumers found bite
sized products to be useful pre-COVID2

Wild cards: likely to be temporary surges in line
with recovery period

8

~45% urban consumers are planning
to increase spend on health insurance
in the next 6 months5

More than 30% of the segment planning
to increase spend cited attractive pricing
as one of the reasons to increase spend1

3

NEW
HABITS

High potential permanent shifts: linked to
positive reinforcement

30%+ respondents will do more online
research before buying insurance6

Stickiness of change is yet to be determined

1.Question Text: Please state the reason to spend more/less in the near future; (Representative of Metro, Tier 1 & Tier 2, SEC AB consumers), Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23 2020; 2.Source: BCG Article: Transform to Thrive in a
Post COVID-19 World: A Call to Action for Indian Insurers; 3. Insurance Agents Survey (N=52) as of 20th April; 4.Question Text: "How do you plan to buy your insurance (Representative of Metro, Tier 1 & Tier 2, SEC AB consumers) , Source: BCG COVID-19
Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23 2020; 5. Data for Urban consumers, Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23 2020; 6. Question Text: Which statement best describes your online research behavior before buying Insurance?,
Representative of Metro, Tier 1 & Tier 2, SEC AB consumers , Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23 2020
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The purchase pathway for
insurance is undergoing
fundamental changes

Understanding this will be
key to tap emerging
opportunities

TurnTurn
the Tide
the Tide
Unlock the Unlock
new normal
the new normal

Pre Purchase funnel: What is changing?

PRE PURCHASE
1

Consumers will do more online research and discover insurance products on digital platforms, as
overall digital influence surges
Digital Influence for urban consumers for Insurance
expected to reach 40-45%1 from 30-35%2 pre-COVID

2

Trust in brand will play a key role in decision
making in the midst of growing uncertainty

1 in 3
40-60%

30-35%

40-45%

Pre-COVID

67%

Post-COVID

Urban consumers will do more online
research before buying Insurance,
post-COVID3

Post-COVID

Of the segment of consumers who
plan to reduce spend on insurance
cited skepticism about insurance
companies honoring their
commitments as one of the reasons5

Post-COVID

Insurance players have
started identifying
paths to grow new
sales channels (e.g.
digital sales)4

Acceleration of existing trends, EMBRACING DIGITAL
likely to last longer term
SERVICES & EXPERIENCES

33%

Post-COVID

Insurance players are
planning to identify
paths to grow new
sales channels (e.g.
digital sales)4

Acceleration of existing trends,
likely to last longer term

As digital influence
surges, online channels
will become more
important for
prospecting and lead
generation
RISE OF 'SMART
SHOPPER'

Trust is what one must harness during COVID19 by driving contextual and clear
communication5
– Director & Chief Marketing Officer,
Max Life Insurance

Reversal of past trends,
likely to be temporary

1. Expert Interview and BCG Analysis; 2. BCG Analysis; [Data for Urban Consumers] Source: BCG CCI Digital Influence Study 2017 analysis (N=18,000 per year) 3.Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23
2020 (Representative of Metro, Tier 1 & Tier 2, SEC AB consumers); 4. India survey results (N=10) as of 20th April; Source: BCG COVID-19 Company Survey; BCG Henderson Institute Analysis; 5. Source: BCG COVID-19
Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23 2020 (Representative of Metro, Tier 1 & Tier 2, SEC AB consumers) 5. Press Search [BusinessInsider] [Marketing in the times of Covid-19: Max Life Insurance]

TRUST IN BRAND
ABOVE ALL ELSE

Turn the Tide
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Pre Purchase funnel: What is changing?

PRE PURCHASE
3

Consumers will seek insurance products optimized for their value-seeking needs
Protection/ Savings Products

Bite Sized Products

Flexible Products

Attractive Pricing

With rapidly changing market dynamics
and reduced risk appetite, consumers are
showing higher inclination towards
protection/ non-linked products

With increased income uncertainty, small
ticket bite-sized products can generate
increased customer interest due to reduced
commitment for e.g. 1-year life policy

With rapidly evolving scenarios
consumers would prefer flexibility in
products like option to move funds in
and out at frequent intervals

With increased value
consciousness, consumers will
continue to seek attractive pricing
across insurance portfolio

Post-COVID – % respondents who have bought/
planning to buy (Life Insurance)1

50%

37%

13%

Term
Insurance

Saving
Products

ULIP

Reversal of past trends,
likely to be temporary

Post-COVID – % respondents citing attractive
pricing as one of the reasons to increase spend3

60%+

Pre-COVID

Consumers
found short
tenure, low
ticket products
useful2

70%

Consumers
found flexible
products to be
useful for their
needs2

Pre-COVID

SHOPPING FOR UTILITY

33%

36%

56%

Life
Insurance

Health
Insurance

Non-Life
Insurance

Reversal of past trends,
likely to be temporary

1.Question Text: "Which type of life insurance did you buy/ are planning to buy? Representative of Metro, Tier 1 & Tier 2, SEC AB consumers , Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23 2020 2.
Source: BCG Article: Transform to Thrive in a Post COVID-19 World: A Call to Action for Indian Insurers; 3. Representative of Metro, Tier 1 & Tier 2, SEC AB consumers , Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey
May 18-23 2020

TRADING DOWN AND
BARGAIN HUNTING
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Purchase funnel: What is changing?

PURCHASE
4

Online will become the preferred channel for purchase for consumers
with increased digital maturity
Post-COVID – % digitally savvy urban consumers with online as choice of purchase medium 1
Insurer/ Aggregator website

5 Consumers will expect their trusted agents to be enabled to support/

service them digitally
Pre-COVID – Preferred mode to get assistance during digital buying journey 2
48%

Bank Website

94% consumers need
human interaction – even
in an online context

35%

46%

21%

LIFE INSURANCE

44%

29%

HEALTH INSURANCE

43%

Early trends have
shown high
consumer
willingness for
using online
channels;
proportion of this
will translate to
online purchase

19%

11%
Audio call with agent

Agents concerned
about consumer's
unwillingness to meet3

59%

Agents initiated virtual
customer outreach (e.g.
video calling etc.)3

Post-COVID

ACCELERATED ADOPTION OF
E-COMMERCE AND O2O

Chat with agent

With consumers reducing in-person interactions, higher need for virtual assistance
by agents

NON-LIFE INSURANCE

Acceleration of existing trends,
likely to last longer term

Video call with agent

Acceleration of existing trends,
likely to last longer term

63%
Post-COVID

EMBRACING DIGITAL
SERVICES & EXPERIENCES

1.Question Text: "How do you plan to buy your insurance (Representative of Metro, Tier 1 & Tier 2, SEC AB consumers) , Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey May 18-23 2020; 2. BCG Concept testing
survey (n=522); 3. Insurance Agents Survey (N=52) as of 20th April
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Purchase & Post-Purchase funnel: What is changing?

POST PURCHASE

PURCHASE
6

Consumers will expect purchase journeys to be fulfilled seamlessly in
a digital manner

<5%
Pre-COVID

Life insurance
consumers
successfully
completed online
purchase post lead
creation1

Forms are so long online. I just
have to give docs to agent. He
will do the rest

End-to-end digital procedures will become essential to ensure online purchase

7 Consumers will have higher need for virtual and human assisted after-

sales support with increased focus on social distancing

+50%

Pre-COVID, consumers (digitally influenced, not purchased)
who prefer agents for post-purchase servicing2

Digital customer servicing/ self service options will become essential
with increased focus on social distancing

Non-Exhaustive

~50%
Pre-COVID

Reduction in
consumer
complaints post
digitization of
consumer journey
for a major
insurance player1

Acceleration of existing trends,
likely to last longer term

Co browsing, application filling

Post-COVID, insurance agents who have
started servicing customers virtually3

54%

Post-COVID, increase in customer servicing
transactions over digital channel for major
insurance player4

+50%

Tele underwriting & verification
Digital consent capture, payment etc.

Digital policy issuance
EMBRACING DIGITAL
SERVICES & EXPERIENCES

New habit, stickiness unclear

REMOTE WAY OF LIVING

1.BCG Experience; 2. BCG Analysis, BCG Survey (n=1000); 3. Source: Insurance Agents Survey (N=52) as of 20th April; 4. Source: [Express Computer] [COVID-19: Max Life sells over twenty four thousand policies using the
digital-offline combo]
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What will it take for your
brand to win consumers?

Turn Turn
the Tide
the Tide
Unlock the new
Unlock
normal
the new normal
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The new normal for
Insurance category
will see a new pathway

The new pathway is changing and filled with opportunities

POST
PURCHASE

PURCHASE

PREPURCHASE

Portfolio & Messaging

Digital proliferation and more functional, value
seeking choice drivers

STRENGTHEN BRAND
POSITIONING
Tweak messaging
and portfolio focus to
play in targeted
micro-segments

Channel & Engagement

Fulfilling core needs of assistance & experience in a
contact-less way

CAPTURE THE
EXPANDING
ONLINE WALLET:
Further activate sales
across digital
platforms like Insurer
website, aggregator
platforms etc.

Value Focus

Presence & Influence

TAP THE
HERE & NOW
OPPORTUNITY:
Enhance perceived
affordability with low
tenure/ small ticket
products

ADJUST TO THE NEW
NORMAL OF
ENGAGEMENT:
Significantly redesign digital
engagement with
your consumers with
focus on financial
guidance and
moment marketing

Growing importance of brand advocacy and
personal touch

Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

Digital proliferation & choice drivers present opportunities

Embracing digital services
and experiences

Trust in brand above
all else

Rise of 'Smart Shopper'

Bring alive discovery with digital

PRE-PURCHASE FUNNEL

1

Trading down & bargain
hunting

Optimize portfolio for changing consumer needs

Ensure personalized engagement @ scale

4

Enhance Brand and product
discovery across digital
channels through curated brand
campaigns

Launch personalized
brand campaigns
centered around cause/
moment marketing to
deliver 'We're in this
together' message

Shopping for Utility

7

Re-focus on products with
higher functional utility for
consumers like term insurance
and short tenure/ flexible
products for e.g. 'Pay as you
Go' motor insurance etc.

Become the trusted financial advisor

2

3

Educate consumers on insurance features and terms
& conditions

5

Leverage digital platforms to ensure:
• Ease of product/ brand comparison
• Understanding of terms & conditions
• E-product & illustration in vernacular
languages
Focus on Hyper-localization
Empower agents using data and analytics to
increase productivity via:
• Hyper localized customer leads
• Prioritization based on propensity to buy

6

Ensure consumers have
access to trustworthy
financial information to
enhance brand trust via
online groups, messaging or
live Q&A session
Win consumer trust
Deliver sequential messaging
by cohort around topics of
interest to initiate long term
consumer engagement
Medium Term

Short Term

Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

Fulfill the need of assistance & experience in a contact-less way

Accelerated adoption of E-commerce and O2O

Win online with changing consumer
needs

PURCHASE FUNNEL

8

Embracing digital services and experiences

Seamless digital purchase experience

9
Ensure end-to-end virtual support to
complete purchase for e.g. Co-browsing
for features/ products, digital consent
capture & payment etc.

Activate Digital sales across:
• Insurer platform
• Aggregator platforms
• Partnerships with online
platforms like e-commerce
and digital wallets

Replicate in-person experience from product understanding to payment

10
Plug agents into the digital ecosystem to
create leads remotely and assist consumers
in the purchase process via digital touch
points like WhatsApp, Insurer app etc.

Turn the Tide
Medium Term

Short Term

Unlock the new normal

Build brand advocacy via personal connect

Embracing digital services and experiences

Drive Value by reducing lapse rate and increasing consumer up-trade

POST- PURCHASE FUNNEL

11
Enhance focus on ecosystem play to reduce lapse rate by building long term brand loyalty and increase
customer life term value by recognizing cross-sell and up-sell opportunities for e.g. health insurance
provider expanding to an end-to-end health and medical services platform

Strengthen brand loyalty via strong after-sales support

12
• Ensure enhanced virtual after sales support with human assistance for claims,
renewals etc. via digital channels like insurer app, conversational platforms like
WhatsApp and other self service tools

Turn the Tide
Medium Term

Short Term

Unlock the new normal

Pre-purchase

Brand Showcase (1/3)
Leverage social media for personalized
engagement

Actively take up the role of financial advisors

Campaigns highlighting the ever increasing need for financial
planning in current times
Launched #HealthFromHome
campaign, leveraged strength of
Facebook & health influencers with
100+ Facebook Live sessions across
topics - Yoga, Fitness, Financial
Planning etc.

30Mn

Reached at
1.84 frequency

22%

Engagement
Rate

8.6Mn

Engagements including
video views

5%

Ad Recall Lift

BAJAJ ALLIANZ LIFE INSURANCE
Launched a digital campaign
#GoalsNeverLockdown encouraging people to
keep pursuing their life goals while staying in3

Creating avenues for consumers to connect virtually with
experts to discuss financial topics
ADITYA BIRLA CAPITAL – LIFE INSURANCE
Hosted a series of Facebook Live session with expert
advisors to answer consumer's questions on financial
planning4

1. Press Search [Dailyhunt] [Max Life encourages Indians to Beat the Indoor Blues with its 21 Day Difference Challenge]; 2. Press Search [Brand Equity] [Covid-19: SBI Life's campaign asks collective willpower to fight the
pandemic]; 3. Press Search [Financial Express] [ Bajaj Allianz Life asks to pursue life goals even during lockdown]; 4. Social Media Search

Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

Pre-Purchase
& Purchase

Brand Showcase (2/3)
Optimize product portfolio for changing
consumer needs
STAR HEALTH INSURANCE
Launched the 'Star Novel Coronavirus Policy' to cover
people testing positive for COVID with no travel history
exclusions1

BAJAJ ALLIANZ
Launched ‘BAGIC GOQii Co-pay Option’, that would
reward customers with a healthy lifestyle in-form of
co-pay deduction and reduced premium2

BHARTI AXA GENERAL INSURANCE
Will offer usage-based motor insurance policies for
private car owners under IRDAI's Sandbox project3

Strengthen digital sales channel across platforms

INSURER PLATFORM
Bajaj Allianz Life is ensuring multiple digital touch points like
WhatsApp, chatbot BOING, Life Assist mobile app & customer
portal to assist consumers4

AGGREGATOR PLATFORM
Bharti AXA General partnered with web aggregator PolicyBazaar
to sell ‘Pay As You Drive’ cover5

PARTNERSHIP PLATFORM
Flipkart, in partnership with India’s two leading insurers – ICICI
Lombard and Digit Insurance – launched instant digital COVID-19
insurance policy6

Source: Press Search and BCG Analysis 1. [Economic Times] [Star Health's coronavirus insurance policy: No travel history exclusions but low sum assured]; 2. [BusinessLine] [Bajaj Allianz launches ‘BAGIC GOQii Co-pay
Option’ under regulatory sandbox]; 3. [Economic Times] [BHARTI AXA General Insurance to offer ‘pay as you drive’ motor insurance policy]; 4. [CXOtoday.com] [Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance uses virtual platforms to
continue business amid COVID-19]; 5. [Firstpost] [Bharti AXA General ties up with PolicyBazaar for 'pay as you drive' motor insurance policy]; 6. Source: Flipkart Stories
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Postpurchase

Brand Showcase (3/3)
Play as integrated part of expanded ecosystem

Leverage digital solutions to smoothen postpurchase servicing requests

Ping An
Finance

Healthcare

Smart City

Property

World’s second
largest insurance
company, has
developed a
powerful ecosystem
focused on five
areas1

Automotive

During COVID, even though Ping An saw a decline in number of customers.
Its ‘Good Doctor’ application saw 1.1 billion registrations for health
consultations since the outbreak, giving them direct access to 1.1 Bn
people2

Ins for Renascence
Launched the “Zero-Contact” advance
payment system for hospitals in
China3

Max Life Insurance
Saw 50% jump in leverage of
conversational interfaces / WhatsApp
channels by customers for servicing post
COVID4

Source: Press Search and BCG Analysis 1. [HBR} [In a Crisis, Ecosystem Businesses Have a Competitive Advantage]; 2. [GlobalData] [Chinese insurance industry set for strong growth between 2019-23 despite Covid-19,
says GlobalData]; 3. [PLUG and PLAY] [Insurtech under COVID-19 in China By Su Wang & Bo Yan]; 4. [Economic Times] [Covid-19 Heroes: Why Max Life Insurance sees Covid-19 as an opportunity]
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There is advantage
even in difficult times …
Brands that tailor
strategies to the new
pathway will emerge
winners

Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

